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Abstract 

Sovereign debt crisis is a major event in the history of European monetary and fiscal 

integration. On the one hand, the crisis has shown weak points of monetary and fiscal 

governance, but on the other it has proven to lead to more integration in this sector. One of 

the solutions which led to more integration and was meant to prevent another crisis is the 

Fiscal Compact. The goal of the Fiscal Compact was to update the “rules of the game” to 

better fit the reality of post-crisis Eurozone. Crises can unfold and uncover 

governmentality patterns; the goal of the diploma thesis is to reconstruct these patterns 

using Foucaldian governmentality conceptual toolbox. The thesis will use the concept of 

political technologies and techniques to interrogate speech by Mario Draghi that he 

delivered at the Ludwig Erhard lecture in 2011. Following the identification of political 

techniques and technologies reflecting ordoliberalism, the thesis will continue with an 

analysis of microsites of fiscal councils. The goal of the analysis of microsites is to trace 

the operation of governmentality in the fiscal domain. The overreaching goal of the 

analysis is to problematize a view, postulating that the solution to the sovereign debt crisis 

reflects sovereign power. 

Abstrakt 

Dluhová krize je významným milníkem v historii evropské monetární integrace. Na jedné 

straně tato krize poukázala na slabé body monetárního a fiskálního vládnutí, na druhé 

straně vedla k prohloubení integrace v tomto sektoru. Jedním z řešení, které vedly k vyšší 

míře integrace a zároveň měly za cíl zabránit další krizi je fiskální kompakt. Cílem 

fiskálního kompaktu bylo aktualizovat fiskální "pravidla hry" tak, aby lépe odpovídala 

realitě Eurozóny po krizi. Krize dokáží ukázat a obnažit vzory vládnutí, proto cílem 

diplomové práce je rekonstrukce těchto vzorů využívajíc přístup teorie vládnutí dle 

Foucaulta. Práce využije koncept politických technologií a technik ke zkoumání řeči Maria 

Draghiho, kterou přednesl na přednášce Ludwiga Erharda v roce 2011. Po identifikaci 

politických technik a technologií odrážejících ordoliberalismus v téhle řeči bude práce 

pokračovat analýzou mikrostránek fiskálních rad. Cílem analýzy fiskálních rad je trasovat 

fungování governmentality ve fiskální oblasti. Hlavním cílem analytické části práce je 

zpochybnit názor, který postuluje, že řešení dluhové odráží suverénní moc. 
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2 

Introduction 

Sovereign debt crisis is an important moment in European economic integration. It held a 

genuine moment of history which lead to a period where the structural problems of the 

community were uncovered and a lot of important debates about the reforms in governance 

were held. The topic of the thesis is exactly this-discourses, debates, different ontologies 

and epistemic foundations of policy proposals uncovered during and after the crisis. Thesis 

aims to shed more light on the governmentality of the Eurozone by analysing the 

governmentality of the Fiscal Compact.  

During October 2007, then European Central Bank president, Jean-Claude Trichet 

delivered a speech, focused on building Europe in a globalised world. In this speech 

Trichet emphasised the need for further economic and financial integration, believing that 

it would increase their competitiveness. In November 2012 the presidents of European 

Central Bank, European Commission, European Council and Eurogroup have published a 

blueprint for a deep and genuine EMU.  

The blueprint has outlined the elements of a fiscal union which could be achieved in the 

short, medium and long-term. Short-term elements were proposed only within existing 

competences of the EU treaties, whereas medium and long-term elements required treaty 

amendments. Authors of the blueprint proposed the potential of a common issuance of 

eurobills with 1-year maturity (medium-term) and Eurobonds with 10-year maturity (long-

term). Authors of the blueprint also argued that each step towards the sharing of common 

debt would require increased coordination and harmonization of fiscal and economic 

policies in the Eurozone. Two reforms of the Stability and Growth Pact known as the six-

pack and two-pack represented the first steps towards the increased sharing and adherence 

to the same fiscal rules and economic policies.  

In March 2010, Germany proposed a series of policy responses to the ongoing sovereign 

debt crisis. Over the course of next three years these policy proposals have materialized 

into new European agreements or regulations after negotiations with the other EU member 

states.  

European Fiscal Compact, or Treaty on Stability, Coordination and Governance in the 

Economic and Monetary Union is an intergovernmental treaty which entered into force on 

1st January 2013 and binds 22 member states (19 members of the Eurozone plus Bulgaria, 
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Denmark and Romania). The Fiscal Compact is the fiscal chapter of the Treaty (Title III) 

and is accompanied by a set of common principles. 

Personally, I have picked Fiscal Compact and governmentality since Eurozone has been 

the subject of my interest for plenty of years. Ever since Slovak former Prime Minister 

Iveta Radičová and her coalition government lost confidence in a vote of confidence 

following a lively debate regarding the European Stabilization Mechanism, I have been 

interested in Eurozone affairs. I have also dedicated my bachelor's thesis to Eurozone, 

however, with different theoretical and methodological inclination.   

Thesis seeks to contribute to the academic debate about Eurozone in the following two 

ways: First, it seeks to build on Walters and Haahrs seminal book Governing Europe by 

supplementing it and deepening the knowledge regarding the governmentalization of 

Eurozone and European fiscal domain which has been a hot topic for more than a decade. 

Secondly, the thesis by a discourse analysis and an analysis of the functioning of 

governmentality on the level of fiscal councils seeks to problematize the narrative, which 

argues that the solution to the sovereign debt crisis can be seen as sovereignistic. 

Governmentality offers the thesis to both identify political technologies present in Mario 

Draghi’s speech and to trace the functioning of governmentality up to the level of fiscal 

councils on the national level.   

Calling the solution to the sovereign debt crisis sovereignistic references the concept of 

sovereign power as described by Foucault. Sovereign power can be described as an as the 

art of government associated with command and coercion. Attributing the concept of 

sovereign power to the ECB and the Fiscal Compact would mean that the rule over the 

European fiscal domain is achieved by command and coercion. The thesis will 

problematize this view.  

The thesis will start with a literature review, then continue with a description of the 

concepts of governmentality that will be later employed. Methodology follows concepts, 

explanation of ordoliberal governmentality as described by Foucault follows methodology. 

Chapter describing principles of the Eurozone follows the chapter highlighting ordoliberal 

governmentality. Two practical chapters using the concepts from governmentality follow 

the chapter dedicated to the principles of the Eurozone. Conclusion wraps up the thesis and 

illuminates contributions made by the thesis while summarizing the key arguments and 

insights made by the work. 
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1. Literature review 

Authors concerned with researching ideas behind the European economic integration point 

out to the role that ordoliberalism played in shaping the policy. Although some disagree, 

most authors stress the importance of ordoliberalism. Blyth (Blyth, 2013) for example 

argues that we can find this trait in the German position which emphasizes price stability 

and the independence of the European Central Bank. They also argue that the Maastricht 

Treaty and the Stability and Growth Pact bear traits of this handwriting. Biebricher 

(Biebricher, 2014), Blyth (Blyth, 2013) and also Bonefeld (Bonefeld, 2013) and Young 

(Young, 2014) argue that the German or ordoliberal monetary position can be 

characterized by strong anti-inflationary bias. Blyth (Blyth, 2013) and Biebricher 

(Biebricher, 2013) also argue that the emphasis on the supposed problem of loss of 

competitiveness on the side of peripheral states reflects ordoliberal thinking. Schmidt 

provides more foucauldian analysis with the goal of disentangling the webs of belief that 

constitute different approaches to economic governance within the Europe. This approach 

leads the author to distinguishing between two cultures. Culture of Stability which she 

attributes to Germany and Culture of State which she attributes to France. However, 

Schmidt also points out to the fact that some policy reactions fit neither paradigm 

(Schmidt, 2014).  

On the other hand, Feld, Köhler and Nientiedt point out to the summer of 2012 when ECB 

announced its OMT programme aimed at purchasing bonds issued by Eurozone members 

to mitigate the fear of the involuntary break-up of the Eurozone. They argue that although 

policy proposals might have been judged based on ordoliberal principles, acceptance of 

ESM and OMT shows a high degree of pragmatism on the side of German political 

representation (Feld et al., 2015) 

All the authors cited analyse de facto ad hoc measures that were drafted to mitigate the 

threat of the break-up of the Eurozone or documents that were ratified long time ago. It can 

be also seen that most of the authors argue that the role of ordoliberalism is substantial, 

whereas some disagree with the ordoliberalism thesis which claims it had/has substantial 

influence.  

Thesis aims to contribute to this debate in the following way. By examining 

governmentality of the Fiscal Compact which has become de facto the new standard for 

Eurozone governance after the sovereign debt crisis, thesis sets out to examine how 
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political technologies and rationalities reflecting ordoliberalism are mobilized within the 

context of the Fiscal Compact and how the governmentality manifests.  

The goal of the thesis is therefore to examine governmentality of the Eurozone and explain 

how it came to be governed as it is after the sovereign debt crisis through the Fiscal 

Compact. It bases literature that provides guidance in the research on Foucault and his 

book The Birth of Biopolitics, mainly parts on German ordoliberal governmentality and his 

broader research approach, i.e. post-structuralist interpretative analysis (Foucault, 2008). 

Governing Europe by William Walters and Jens Henrik Haahr provides a first-hand 

experience with Foucauldian research in the realm of European studies (Walters & Haahr, 

2005a). Another crucial work is that work by Michael Merlingen where he outlines and 

operationalizes Foucauldian research agenda in European studies (Merlingen, 2011). The 

master thesis is also greatly indebted to Mitchell Dean and his book Governmentality: 

Power and Rule in Modern Society (Dean, 2009).  

The research target of the planned thesis is to examine the role of ordoliberalism in shaping 

the Eurozone governmentality. It sets out to do so through discourse analysis of Mario 

Draghi’s speech regarding the Fiscal compact and analysis of micro-practices on the level 

of fiscal councils. The fiscal compact being analysed because of its saliency for the 

governmentality of the Eurozone. The thesis plans to shed light on the political rationalities 

and technologies within the Fiscal Compact in the light of research that has been already 

conducted on the governance of the Eurozone while supplementing the discourse analysis 

with an analysis of functioning of fiscal domain governmentality on the level of 

microsites-fiscal councils.  

It will reach the stated goal of the thesis using resources such as books, journal articles and 

own analysis in the practical part of the thesis. 
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2. Concepts and methodology 

The following chapter will be divided into multiple sections, introducing the concepts used 

in the master thesis and setting up methodological approach of the master thesis. First 

section will deal with the concept of governmentality and how is governmentality used 

within the context of European Studies and concluding section of the chapter will lay down 

the methodological approach of the master thesis.  

The goal of the next section is to elaborate on governmentality as a form of critical and 

reflexive political analysis which focuses on mentalities of government. Focusing on 

mentalities of government implies a closer attention to the changing ways of how the 

political authority and political contestants of the authority pose questions connected to 

governing such as how should we govern, what should be governed, why we need to 

govern (Walters & Haahr, 2005b). This is relevant for a thesis since to uncover the 

governmentalities of Eurozone in the wake of sovereign debt crisis it’s important to pay 

attention to how political problems or aspirations are expressed using language, mentality 

or idiom. In the thesis's case, the Fiscal Compact. What kind of language was used to talk 

about Eurozone? What kind of Eurozone did the authorities want to shape? This entire 

process helps to uncover the underlying political rationality of the governance. 

Governmentality theory can be viewed as a tool to study networked governance beyond the 

state, and its research profile can be characterized by a focus on micro-practices and power 

from a critical perspective. Foucault in his work The Birth of Biopolitics traced the shifting 

mentalities underpinning the way how rulers have thought about the different practices of 

rule and their art of rule that they have devised and employed to perfect it. It referred these 

mentalities and practices to as governmentalities (Merlingen, 2011).  

Governmentality studies are being carried out by a loose network of researchers who 

employ the concept of governmentality with divergent theoretical interests and in various 

ways to “investigate mechanisms of the conduct of individual and collective bodies, 

extending from the surveillance of company employees to control practices in public 

spaces and governing transnational institutions such as the European Union” (Lemke, 

2019, p. xii). Thesis falls into the category focusing on the European Union, namely 

Eurozone and the Fiscal Compact.  

Lemke (2019) argues that government (‘gouvernement’) stands at the centre of Foucault’s 

‘theoretical shift’ and is central for understanding Foucault’s work as a whole. Foucault did 
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not give up the approach of genealogy of power in favour of subjectivity, “government” 

introduced a new analytical dimension instead that he used to explore power relations in 

terms of “conduct”. Governmentality as a comprehensive scheme avoids the separation 

between micro and macro levels of analysis, for example, the political governments 

practiced by state represents one form of government, among others. Government also 

represents the point of connection for conditions of domination and strategic power 

relations which contrasts with Foucault’s earlier works in which he did not distinguish 

between domination and power (Lemke, 2019).  

Foucault defines government as “conduct of conduct”. The word conduct can take on 

different meanings and the definition of government by Foucault plays with this. To 

conduct can be a reflexive verb taking on the moral or ethical meaning, whereas to conduct 

can also mean to lead, to direct or to guide. Conduct can also refer to the articulated set of 

our behaviours. Conceptions of morality and ethics predominantly rest on the idea of self-

government. As Mitchell Dean (Dean, 2009, p. 19) writes, “to define government as the 

“conduct of conduct” is to open up the examination of self-government or cases in which 

governor and governed are two aspects of the one actor, whether that actor be a human 

individual or a collective or corporation. Thus the notion of government extends to cover 

the way in which an individual questions his or her own conduct (or problematizes it) so 

that he or she may be better able to govern it. Government therefore encompasses not only 

how we exercise authority over others, or how we govern abstract entities such as states 

and populations, but also how we govern ourselves”.  

This particular and broad definition of government is a conscious effort in Foucault with 

the aim of retrieving the meaning of the work it had in early modern Europe. In the era of 

early modern Europe government did not refer only to the management of states or their 

political structures, but it rather designated how the conduct of groups or individuals might 

be directed. For example, the government of children, of souls, of families or of the sick. 

Foucault saw government not as a monopoly of the state but as a plurality of practices 

conducted within and across countless social sites. These practices are often contradictory 

and occasionally partially coordinated (Walters/Haahr, 2005b). 

Whereas rational choice approaches presume and emphasize calculative capacities and 

choice-making institutionalist approaches emphasize the path-shaping and structuring 

effects of institutions, governmentality emphasizes governing as a practice or activity and 

deals with the rationality of the government. Governmentality in this sense refers to 
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governmentality. Foucault used the expressions rationality of government and art of 

government interchangeably, and governmentality was a shorthand for government 

rationality. The aim of governmentality is not to provide a sociological or causal 

explanation for actual regimes of government, but to “disclose the forms of political 

reason which inform, and are often presupposed by particular types of government. It 

interrogates the way in which different regimes have posed certain problems of rule: who 

can govern; who is to be governed; what is to be governed, and how”? (Walters/Haahr, 

2005b, p. 290) 

Government is concerned with modifying a personal space of the governed such as 

selfhood or personage, personality, character, capacities, self-esteem and motivation. 

Government as defined as “conduct of conduct” concerns not only practices of the 

government but also practices of the self. Government in this paradigm governs actors who 

are a locus of freedom. However, the freedom of the governed is only being shaped by the 

government, not constituted. Freedom of the individuals is conceived as a technical means 

of securing the ends of the government. Different liberal rationalities work with this 

dynamic differently (Dean, 2009). The thesis will deal with the question of different liberal 

rationalities and especially ordoliberal rationality in a further chapter.  

The history of government is the history of problematizing activity. This means that the 

mentality is intrinsically linked to the problems it identifies, failings it seeks to solve, and 

ills it seeks to cure (Merlingen, 2011). To excavate political reason embedded within 

governmentalities, it’s a good idea to use post-structuralist interpretative analysis.  

The study of government mentalities entails the idea that thinking is a collective activity. 

Thinking as a matter of representation of bodies of knowledge, beliefs and opinions and 

not only representations of individual mind or consciousness. A mentality described as a 

condition of forms of thought is not comprehendible from within its own perspective. The 

concept of mentalities of government is more modest since it emphasizes the way thinking 

is involved in practices of government as explicit and embedded in for example language 

or technical instruments but taken relatively for granted. Saying these mentalities are 

collective doesn’t imply their identification with specific social groups or classes. This 

means that exercising authority draws on various forms of knowledge, for example 

expertise, vocabulary, theories, ideas or philosophies (Dean, 2009).  

Mentalities of rule might often include a-rational elements since political discourse and 

vocabulary often rely on imagery and mythology with strong emotional connotations. 
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Particularly in times of crisis, it’s used to define “the enemy” or the task ahead. Foucault 

argues that classical forms of sovereign power are accompanied by a “symbolics of 

power”. These symbolics rely on the imagery of blood, sword and crown. Studies of 

governmentality are concerned with how thought operates within our organized ways of 

doing things which are called regimes of practices. Analytics of government is focused on 

thought as it is embedded and linked in technical means for shaping and reshaping the 

conduct and practices in institutions. To analyse thought made practical and technical 

(Dean, 2009).  

Governmentality is also a form of power. For example, in The Birth of Biopolitics 

Foucault uses the term to speak about a specific way of exercising political power that only 

emerged in 18th century Europe. To clarify the peculiar nature of governmentality, 

Foucault contrasted it schematically with other forms of power. Sovereign power deals 

with the problem of how to perpetuate rule over a territory and its subjects. Sovereign 

power operates through the instrument of law. Disciplinary power targets the body and 

operates in schools or prisons where it uses surveillance or normalizing techniques to 

produce docile subjects. We can see Eurozone integration as a history of changing forms 

and logics of power. New social and economic spaces are discovered such as the common 

market, security or Eurozone which lead to mutations in the forms of how and by who 

power is exercised. Such a look can prove fruitful when applied to Eurozone since it 

sensitivities the analysis to a dimension of power (Foucault, 2008). 

Through comparison of a concept of sovereign power with the concept of governmentality, 

Foucault and others have sought to theorise governmental power. Projects that seek to 

legitimate and perpetuate the rule of the prince over his territory and his subjects can be 

given as an example of sovereign power. Unlike sovereign power, governmental power is 

continuous and dull through its application in laws or an entire complex of knowledges 

rather than expressed and exercised through dramatic acts of a prince. Governmental 

power can be also distinguished from sovereign power by its concern for population and 

increasing the forces of a state from within the mass and density rather than the 

territoriality and surface area of the state. The advent of something called ‘policy’ as an 

organising framework for practices of rule can be seen as a manifestation of governmental 

power (Walters/Haahr, 2005b). 

Governmentality embodies a particular conception of government, but there is also a third 

meaning of the term. This meaning embodies long-term transformations in the nature, 
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logic, means and ends of political rule in modern societies. Governmentality in this case is 

a form of power that has its own target population, its principal knowledge is political 

economy and its technical means are apparatuses of security understood as a complex of 

laws, regulations and policies with the purpose of securing social and economic processes. 

This mode of power emerged in eighteen-century Europe and has readily redefined the 

identity of the state and its relationship with society (Walters/Haahr, 2005b). 

Governmentality can’t be confined only to studies of government mentalities but can also 

include research on assemblages of apparatuses and devices for exercising power. This 

enriches research within governmentality not only to changing formulations on the 

questions of government but also to the domain of techne. The domain of techne includes 

mechanisms, procedures, instruments or technologies by which authority and rule are 

accomplished. This lays ground for the moment in which the thesis will try to answer the 

question how Eurozone after the sovereign debt crisis came to be governed, as it is 

governed through the Fiscal Compact. Usually researches focus on the question of why, for 

example, the fiscal pact was established, the thesis will look at how it was established. This 

allows the thesis to broaden the scope beyond explanation of why it was established in 

terms of macroeconomics arguments to the dimension of how the governance was 

established even without centralized bodies such as common finance minister. The concept 

of technologies also allows the thesis to defamiliarize Eurozone in a sense that it might 

uncover regimes of thought and certain ways of governing which are not taken for granted. 

Eurozone integration is exceptional and should be seen as a space configured and 

composed by specific practices or technologies (Walters & Haahr, 2005a). 

Governmentality theory does not offer any causal models used to formulate a testable 

hypothesis, it is rather a thin theory with a light conceptual apparatus. Governmentality 

theory directs its energy not in pursuing causal explanations, but elsewhere, in 

denaturalising many of the terms we might otherwise take for granted. Governmentality 

theory achieves this goal through an interest in discourse. The master concept of 

governmentality theory is power. Foucault throughout his writings was concerned with 

discursive and non-discursive confinements imprisoning human life and thought 

(Merlingen, 2011) (Walters/Haahr, 2005b).  

Distinct conceptual entry into the phenomenon of productive power is provided by the 

governmentality theory. Five concepts (political rationalities, problematizations, political 

technologies, translations and expertise) are of particular importance, Merlingen (2011) 
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argues. Thinking of authorities on the rule in terms of political rationalities and 

problematizations is the subject matter of governmentality theory analysis. Political 

rationality is a particular kind of discourse “that delimits in practical detail a field of 

governance – the subjects, objects and practices to be governed – and lays out the 

appropriate means by which governance is to be accomplished. A political rationality 

shapes what is and is not thinkable, reasonable, practicable and doable in relation to 

governance.” (Merlingen, 2011, p. 152) 

The aim of an analytics of government is to show that our taken-for-granted ways of doing 

things and thinking about problems are not entirely self-evident or necessary. Analytics of 

particular regime of practices seeks to at minimum identify emergence of that regime, 

examine sources that constitute it and trace the diverse processes and relations that create 

relatively stable forms of organization and institutional practice. It focuses on how a 

regime gives rise to and depends on particular forms of knowledge. As a result, it becomes 

a target of programmatic reform and change. Analytics of government reflects on the 

technical or technological dimension of this regime and analyses the characteristic 

techniques, instrumentalities and mechanisms through which they operate and attempt to 

realize their goals and have a range of effects. Regimes of practices are linked and become 

the objects of definite and explicit programmes which can be defined as deliberate and 

relatively systematic forms of thought that attempt to transform those practices, i.e. Fiscal 

Compact. Regimes of practices exist within the milieu of thought, while having material 

and institutional locale with the feature of attempting to reform conduct (Dean, 2009). 

Analytics of government aims to excavate the intrinsic logic or strategy of a regime of 

practices that can’t be simply identified through reading of various programmes, theories 

and policies of reform. Through understanding its operation as an intentional but non-

subjective assemblage of all its elements, which means that regimes of practices posses a 

logic irreducible to explicit intentions of one actor but aims towards a particular ends and 

purposes, one can construct the strategic logic of a regime. It is necessary to distinguish 

between the strategy of regimes of practices and the programmes that vest them with 

particular purposes (Dean, 2009). 

Analytics of government is a perspective on power and authority; however, this does not 

imply that it is a subjectivist “anything goes” enterprise. In fact, it tries to formulate and 

consistently use a set of questions regarding the function of a specific regime of practices. 

Perspectival approach implies that there is no standard of truth based on which we can 
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judge these analytics. It is necessary to compare the intelligibility and understanding it 

leads to with alternative accounts (Dean, 2009) 

Experts are critical in an exercise of power in and through political rationalities, 

problematizations, political technologies and translations. As Merlingen (2011, p. 155) 

argues, “experts are responsible for shaping political rationalities, problematizing issues, 

inventing, and operating political technologies while also contributing to the structuring of 

many of these discursive entities and practices by expertise. Governmentality is grounded 

by expertise. However, expertise and the policy-relevant bodies of knowledge that the 

expertise draws upon are not mirrors of reality. The classical definition of true knowledge 

that postulates that the property of being true is determined by the correspondence 

between the state of the world and knowledge is rejected by the governmentality theory. 

For governmentality theory knowledge is intrinsic to a particular governmentality”. 

Discursive battles generate power effects and shape knowledge which “categorizes and 

orders the world according to malleable distinctions between, say, truth and falsehood, 

between what is reasonable and unreasonable or feasible and unfeasible. Through its 

coding, knowledge segregates and excludes. It also authorizes and legitimizes the exercise 

of power over people and things” (Merlingen, 2011, p. 155) 

Master thesis is particularly concerned with the technical aspect of the government, or as 

Dean calls it, the techne of the government. Crucial question regarding the technical aspect 

of the government as posed by the literature on the governmentality is: by what means, 

mechanisms, procedures, instruments, tactics, techniques, technologies and vocabularies is 

authority constituted and rule accomplished? Emphasis on government as technique 

implies the contestation of those models of the government, which view it solely as a 

manifestation of values, ideologies or worldviews. Government must use technical means 

to achieve ends or to realize values (Dean, 2009).  

Technical means are a condition of governing and often impose limits over what it is 

possible to do. Dean (2009) gives the example of the concern for a balance of payments, 

inflation rates and public sector debt levels, which are a certain economic 

models/instruments which are used by the governments to manage national economies, but 

they are not simply an expression of “economically rational” or capitalist values. However, 

government is not purely technical or reducible to the technical aspects of it or it prevents 

discourse or rhetoric of value, it is like all other aspects of governing necessary, somewhat 

autonomous and irreducible (Dean, 2009). 
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The question of values is complex. When actors in positions of authority pose the question 

of “how to govern”, “they are asking how we should govern, from what value position and 

with what objectives” (Dean, 2009, p. 45). Analytics of government are careful not to 

equal practices of government in terms of values that are claimed or presumed to underlie 

them with the normative ideal they try to represent. Responses to the question of how to 

govern and the subsequent claims of values must be scrutinized as parts of the rhetorical 

practice of government and as components of distinct forms of political and governmental 

reason. Regimes of governmental practices should not be viewed as expressions of values. 

“Values are enunciated in relation to the programmes and practices of government and 

form a key part of the rhetoric of government. This rhetoric is internal, and often 

necessary, to the functioning of regimes of practices and thus cannot make intelligible their 

conditions of existence” (Dean, 2009, p. 45). Since techniques and technologies are not 

emanating from these values, it is necessary to question how values function in various 

governmental rationalities, what the consequences are in a political argument, or how they 

are attached to different techniques (Dean, 2009).  

Post-structuralist discourse analysis argues, policy decision makers are situated within a 

political and public sphere. Therefore, their representations are based and formed by a 

larger number of actors. Top politicians rely upon their advisors, media coverage or 

sometimes background literature to establish a representational framing of the policy since 

they rarely have detailed knowledge of the issue. In turn, politicians influence what counts 

as a proper representation of a particular policy. However, politicians don’t reproduce 

media and expert representations slavishly, and in democratic societies politicians don’t 

determine which representations can be argued and which not. It has to be noted that it 

would be unlikely and politically unwise for politicians to argue in favour of policy with 

no concern for the representations found within the wider public sphere (Hansen, 2006). 

Discursive ontology of poststructuralism is deeply intertwined with its understanding of 

language. Language is constitutive for what we bring into being. As Hansen (Hansen, 

2006, p. 15) argues, “language is social and political, an inherently unstable system of 

signs that generate meaning through a simultaneous construction of identity and 

difference. The productive nature of language implies that policy discourse is seen as 

relying upon particular constructions of problems and subjectivities, but that it is also 

through discourse that these problems and subjectivities are constructed in the first 
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place”. However, discourse is not equivalent to ideas since discourse incorporates both 

ideational and material factors (Hansen, 2006).  

The reason language is of great ontological significance from the perspective of 

poststructuralism is that it is only through construction in language that objects, subjects, 

states, living beings or material structures are endowed with particular identity and given 

meaning. Language is not a transparent tool serving as a medium for registration of data, 

but it is a field of social and political practice, hence beyond the linguistic representation 

there is no objective or true meaning one can refer to. Understanding language as social 

implies seeing it not as a private property of an individual but as a series of collective 

codes and conventions that each individual has to use to make oneself comprehensible. 

Social character of language means that individuals are socialized into connecting various 

sounds with various objects, ranging from chair to a larger set of political discourses on 

national security, democracy, rule of law or austerity measures (Hansen, 2006) 

As discourses develop over time, they often provide different readings of facts and events 

because of the way they engage and contest each other by challenging policy or logic 

through which they are linked. When analysing the debate leading to the establishment of 

the Fiscal Compact, it is methodologically useful to examine how facts are brought 

together to make up events. We can term situations where important facts manifest 

themselves on the political or media agenda while forcing the official discourse to engage 

with political opposition or media criticism key events (Hansen, 2006).  

Texts are unique and simultaneously united while always being located within a shared 

textual space. All texts make references explicitly or implicitly to the previous ones, and by 

doing so they establish their reading of the particular text, while becoming a meditation on 

the meaning and status of others. Thus, meaning of a text is never fully given by the text 

itself, but it is always a product of other interpretations and readings. This process called 

intertextuality is both theoretically and methodologically important for discourse analysis, 

it emphasises that texts are situated within and against each other, that they appropriate and 

revise the past and build authority by reading and citing others. Analytically, politically 

and empirically intertextuality points out to see policy texts not as entities standing on their 

own but as entities within a larger textual web (Hansen, 2006). 

Discourse analysis stresses the importance of language, which makes knowledge of the 

language and its codes crucial. Translations are sometimes a worthy alternative, but the 

work should acknowledge that the translation is a translation (Hansen, 2006). However, the 
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thesis deals with this methodological challenge by selecting a text that was aimed at 

international English-speaking Eurozone community.  

The thesis pays attention to careful selection of material because language is not only a 

linguistic capability but also a social epistemology composed of a set of linked codes. For 

example, the concept of “the people” does not mean the same thing in all contexts. It is 

therefore necessary to possess the key political vocabulary and its conceptual history, 

because without it, the thesis could not identify the precise contextualized constitution of 

meaning (Hansen, 2006). 

Building upon these methodological and theoretical insights, the thesis aims to carry out 

research in the following way. The thesis seeks to use the governmentality perspective to 

examine the mobilization of governmentality within the domain of the Fiscal Compact. It 

will employ discourse analysis to uncover the ideal level of political technologies and 

rationalities reflecting ordoliberalism. The material for discourse analysis will be a speech 

by Mario Draghi regarding the Fiscal Compact. However, the research will be also brought 

to the level of microsites of fiscal councils, aiming to destabilize the dominant discourse 

which argues that the solution to the sovereign debt crisis can be seen as sovereignistic, in 

foucaldian terms. Level of microsites also allows the thesis to show the non-discursive 

functioning of governmentality in the domain of Eurozone and Fiscal Compact, i.e. how 

the politics of Fiscal Compact function in reality.    

To analyse functioning of ideal level ordoliberalism within the techniques and technologies 

of the Eurozone governmentality, the thesis will use post-structuralist discourse analysis. 

The goal is to identify techniques and technologies and their link to ordoliberal economic 

thinking within the speech titled “The euro, monetary policy and the design of a fiscal 

compact” that was delivered by then president of the European Central Bank Mario 

Draghi, as part of the Ludwig Erhard Lecture in Berlin on December 15th 2011. This 

speech was picked since it’s aimed at international audience, Mario Draghi delivered it as 

the ECB president, and it outlines the design of the Fiscal Compact. This helps the thesis to 

examine the functioning of these political techniques and technologies precisely. 

To show the functioning of governmentality on non-discursive level in the domain of the 

Eurozone, the thesis will look at the implementation of Fiscal Compact. Fiscal Compact 

led to the establishment and use of fiscal councils on the level of the member states. 

Focusing on the microsites of fiscal councils will help the thesis deepen the analysis of the 

governmentality of the Fiscal Compact. The thesis will analyze will examine all microsites 
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of fiscal councils at their qualitative level, with the goal of illuminating the nature of the 

governmentality in the fiscal domain.  
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3. Ordoliberal governmentality 

In the following chapter we will look at the nature and historical origins of ordoliberal 

thought as described by Foucault in his book The Birth of Biopolitics. The goal is to give 

the reader a better glimpse of what ordoliberalism is in the light of the governmentality 

perspective. Since ordoliberalism is often connected to the Eurozone governance, as 

reflected in the literature review, it is pertinent regarding the goal of the thesis to give the 

reader an overview. After the section focusing on Foucault’s take on ordoliberal 

governmentality, the thesis will continue with a section showcasing techniques and 

technologies of the Eurozone at its foundational moment.  

The rise of neoliberal politics represents a search for a new general apparatus (dispositif) of 

governmentality because of its crisis. Neoliberalism takes elements from left-wing and 

right-wing critiques of the social state and rearranges them within a program which aims at 

an autonomization of the social. Neoliberal project therefore does not herald a return to 

early liberal positions, rather it is and re-elaboration of the positions of classical liberalism 

on a fundamental level (Lemke, 2019).  

Two points regarding this re-elaboration beg clarification. First point involves the 

redefinition of the relationship between the state and the economy. The experience of an 

absolutist state historically shaped the classical liberal configuration. Neoliberalism inverts 

this configuration. Under the neoliberal project state market represents the principle for 

regulating and organizing the state, in contrast to the rationality of classical liberalism, in 

which the state supervises market freedom (Lemke, 2019).  

Second point concerns a difference of the basis of governing. The principle of rational, 

governmental action was tied to the rationality of the individuals ruled in early liberalism. 

Under this configuration liberal government was tied to the free market activities of 

interested trading individual since because of their rationality the market functions 

optimally creating a robust state and ensuring the welfare of all. Individual freedom 

represented the technical condition for rational government, which meant that the 

government could not impose restrictions without jeopardizing its own foundations. 

Similarly, neoliberalism connects the rationality of government to the rational action of 

individuals. Its reference point is no longer presumptive human nature but a mode of 

behaviour produced by artificial means instead. We now find the rational principle for 
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regulating and limiting government in an artificially arranged freedom, rather than in 

natural freedom (Lemke, 2019).  

Ordoliberalism is one of two strains of neo-liberal program. The other is an American 

form. They are connected with different cornerstones and contexts, but both are united in 

opposition to their doctrinal adversary-Keynes. Secondly, both strains of neo-liberalism 

oppose state controlled economy, planning and state interventionism in proportion to the 

importance Keynes entrusted them with. Finally, both refer to the same persons, theories, 

books (Foucault, 2008).  

Individuals who inspired the programming of neo-liberal politics in Germany were 

connected to the Freiburg School, and their experience with Nazism was at the very heart 

of their reflections. They had to define the field of adversity necessary to cross to reach the 

aim. To do so, three things had to be done according to Foucault. First, objective had to be 

defined. The objective was to found a legitimacy of a state based on economic freedom. 

Secondly, adversaries and adversarial systems had to be described and thirdly, ways of 

achieving the stated goal had to be identified. Ordoliberals carried out several shifts, 

transformations and inversions of the classical liberal doctrine along the way (Foucault, 

2008).  

One of the distinguishing features is an idea coming from Ludwig Erhard regarding the 

relationship between economic freedom and formation of political sovereignty. Foucault 

invites us to imagine an institutional framework x whose function is simply to guarantee a 

space of freedom. Its function is therefore not to coerce and constraint but to guarantee a 

space of freedom, especially in the economic domain, and any number of individuals agree 

to play this game of economic freedom as guaranteed by the institutional framework. Free 

exercise of this freedom by the individuals implies adherence to the institutional 

framework which implies that that consent has been given to any decision which may be 

taken to secure that which makes this economic freedom possible and to guarantee this 

economic freedom. Economic freedom would have to function as a point of attraction for 

the formation of political sovereignty (Foucault, 2008) 

Foucault (2008) thinks that a state whose legitimizing foundation rests on the guaranteed 

exercise of economic freedom is important. Foucault argues that “it was a matter of 

finding a juridical expedient in order to ask from an economic regime what could not be 

directly asked from constitutional law, or from international law, or even quite simply from 

the political partners. Even more precisely, it was an artful move with regard to both the 
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Americans and Europe, since by guaranteeing economic freedom to a Germany in the 

process of reconstruction and prior to any state apparatus, the Americans, and let’s say 

different American lobbies were assured that they could have the free relationships that 

they could choose with this German industry and economy. Secondly, both Western and 

Eastern Europe were reassured by ensuring that the institutional embryo being formed 

presented absolutely none of the dangers of the strong or totalitarian state they had 

experienced in the previous years” thus pointing out to the tactical and strategic 

shrewdness of the discourse (Foucault, 2008, p. 83) 

The economy, economic development, and economic growth produce sovereignty in 

Germany. It does so through an institution and institutional game that makes this economy 

work. The state is a guarantor of economic freedom, which produces political legitimacy 

for it. Economy creates public law, which is not entirely unique phenomenon, but it is 

nonetheless important. There is circuit going constantly from the economy to the state and 

if there is an inverse circuit going on from the state to the economy, the element that comes 

first is still the economy. The economy with Germany brings not only a juridical structure 

or legal legitimization to a German state that just had its history erased, it brings permanent 

genealogy of the state and even something more-permanent consensus. The permanent 

consensus of agents such as investors, workers, employers, or trade unions is being 

produced, because they accept the economic game of freedom (Foucault, 2008) 

Another distinguishing feature of ordoliberalism as compared to classical liberalism is the 

shift from exchange to competition as the cornerstone of the market. Market in 18th 

century liberalism was defined and described on a basis of a free exchange between two 

parties. This implied the non-intervention of a third party, of any authority, and especially 

of the state authority. The role of the state was to guarantee this freedom of exchange 

through securing property rights and avoid intervention. This shift comes from 

ordoliberals, who unlike classical liberals thought competition is not of a given nature and 

doesn’t appear spontaneously. Competition is not a result of a natural interplay of appetites 

or instincts. As Foucault writes regarding this reasoning of ordoliberal governmentality, 

“beneficial effects of competition are not due to a pre-existing nature, to a natural given 

that it brings with it. They are due to a formal privilege. Competition is an essence. 

Competition is an eidos. Competition is a principle of formalization. Competition has an 

internal logic; it has its own structure. Its effects are only produced if this logic is 

respected” (Foucault, 2008, p. 51/52).  
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Consequence of this is that there can no longer be a clear-cut division between domains of 

the state and domains of the market. Since pure competition which is the essence of the 

market can only appear when it is produced, there is no longer a market game in which the 

state should not intervene and then domain where the state intervenes. Market requires an 

active governmentality, and the state accompanies the market economy from start to finish. 

The market constitutes an index, or a general rule based on which all governmental action 

should be judged. One governs for the market and not because of the market (Foucault, 

2008).  

Important point of ordoliberal program is the question of conformable actions. This theory 

was laid down and programmed in a text by an important figure of the Freiburg School-

Walter Eucken, often called the father of ordoliberalism. The text is called the Grundsätze 

der Wirtschaftspolitik and Eucken asserts that the liberal government must be perpetually 

vigilant and active through two types of interventions into the market-regulatory actions 

and organizing actions (Foucault, 2008). 

Since the thesis is focusing on techniques and technologies of Eurozone governance, it is 

necessary to elaborate more on the regulatory actions of ordoliberal governmentality. 

Eucken asserted that the government should intervene in economic processes when 

intervention is imperative for conjunctural reasons. However, it is necessary not to 

intervene on the mechanisms of the market but to intervene on the conditions of the market 

instead. Intervening on the conditions of the market would mean identifying, accepting, 

and giving free play to the three typical and fundamental tendencies in the market which 

are the localized tendency to increased profit, either through a reduction of prices, or by an 

improvement in production, the tendency to the reduction of costs, and finally the tendency 

to the reduction of the profit of the enterprise. These can be considered as tendencies 

regulating the market according to Eucken and therefore must be considered by the 

regulatory action (Foucault, 2008).   

Primary objective of the regulatory action is price stability understood as the control of 

inflation. This implies that all other objectives apart from price stability can only by 

secondary. Maintenance of purchasing power, maintenance of full employment, or 

balancing the balance of payments must not be a primary objective. Instruments that will 

achieve the main aim of the regulatory action, price stability, are for example shifts in 

taxation, albeit always moderate ones, aiming to act on saving or investment, or using 
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foreign trade to contain rise in foreign prices by reducing the credit balance (Foucault, 

2008).  

All forms of intervention resembling planning (price control, supporting particular sector 

of the market, systematic job creation, and public investment) must be banished in favour 

of pure market instruments described earlier. The example of unemployment can illustrate 

the primacy of price stability as the main objective of regulatory action. Whatever the rate 

of unemployment, one must not intervene, since full employment is a political idea, a 

worker is not suffering from an economic disability, he or she is just transiting from 

unprofitable activity into a more profitable one and price stability will allow for the 

maintenance of purchasing power (Foucault, 2008).   

Last feature of ordoliberalism relevant to the subject of the thesis and therefore needs to be 

explored and described is the idea of introducing Rule of Law into economic legislation. 

Introducing principles of Rule of Law into economic order can be roughly described as an 

attempt to bound state interventions by formal principles-formal economic legislation 

(Foucault, 2008).  

We can view formal economic legislation as an opposite of state planning, economic plan 

being as understood as a something with an explicit aim, for example reducing the gap in 

earnings between different social classes. Secondly, plan allows for the possibility of 

introducing corrections, the suspension of measures, or the adoption of alternative 

measures to reach the stated goal of the plan. Thirdly, in a plan authority replaces 

individuals as the source of decisions and consequently force individuals to alter their 

economic behaviour. Finally, a plan presupposes and envisions “the state as the universal 

subject of knowledge in the order of the economy” (Foucault, 2008, p. 30).  

To summarize, ordoliberal governmentality entails a competitive market economy 

accompanied by a social interventionism based on formal rules. The government is to enact 

so called Gesellschaftspolitik, to organize society in a way in which the “fragile 

competitive mechanisms of the market can function to the full and in accordance with their 

specific structure” (Foucault, 2008, p. 240).  

Developing and conceiving an economic sphere like a “policy of society” 

(Gesellschaftspolitik) meant that it was not limited only to transferring services but also 

actively produced social and historical conditions of the market. For ordoliberalism, 

Gesellschaftspolitik does not provide a negative and compensatory function, neither is its 
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task to balance out the effects of economic freedom. Its task was to prevent socially 

produced mechanisms that impede competition (Lemke, 2019) 

Two aspects of ordoliberal Gesellschaftspolitik requires attention of the thesis. The first 

aspect involves making up a social framework which is based on entrepreneurship while 

keeping in line with the principle postulating that inequality is the same for all. This 

political strategy has the goal of multiplying and expanding forms of entrepreneurship in 

the social body. Second aspect completes and complements the first by redefining the form 

of law and juridical institutions. Anchoring entrepreneurship at the core of society required 

social interventions on a massive scale (Lemke, 2019).  
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4. Principles of the Eurozone and the Brussels-Frankfurt 

consensus  

European Central Bank (ECB) is the centerpiece of the European Monetary Union (EMU). 

This institution took over the monetary decision-making powers from the national central 

banks after the creation of the Eurozone in 1999. This chapter will deal with the design and 

ideational components of the ECB.   

Maastricht Treaty established the institutions of the Eurozone and monetary policy was 

entrusted to the Eurosystem. Eurozone institutions comprise the ECB and the national 

central banks (NCBs) of the EMU members. Executive Board and the Governing Council 

are the governing bodies of the Eurosystem. The Executive Board is composed of the 

President, the Vice-President, and the four Directors of the ECB while the Governing 

Council is composed of the six members of the Executive Board and the governors of all 

NCBs.  

The strategy of the Maastricht Treaty for moving towards a monetary union rested on two 

principles. First principle is the principle of a gradual transition towards a monetary union 

in Europe, meaning that the transition would extend over a period of many years. It based 

second principle on the notion of convergence criteria, meaning that the entry into the 

union was made conditional on satisfying these criteria. The Maastricht Treaty was signed 

in 1991, and twelve years later an EU monetary union was a reality. The key characteristic 

of this period of 12 years of a transition process was the requirement that potential 

members of the monetary union had to go through a process of convergence of their 

economies (De Grauwe, 2018). It described this convergence process and convergence 

criteria in the Treaty and the Treaty at the same time stipulated that a country could only 

join the monetary union if:  

 (1) Its inflation rate is not over 1.5% higher than the average of the three lowest inflation 

rates among the EU member states; 

(2) Its long-term interest rate is not over 2% higher than the average observed in these 

three low-inflation countries; 

(3) It has joined the exchange rate mechanism of the EMS and has not experienced a 

devaluation during the two years preceding the entrance into the union; 

(4) Its government budget deficit is not higher than 3% of its GDP (if it is, it should decline 

continuously and substantially and come close to the 3% norm, or, the deviation from the 
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reference value (3%) ‘Should be exceptional and temporary and remain close to the 

reference value’, Art. 104c (a)); 

(5) Its government debt should not exceed 60% of GDP (if it does it should ‘diminish 

sufficiently and approach the reference value (60%) at a satisfactory pace’, Art. 

104c (b)) (De Grauwe, 2018). 

European monetary integration rests on convergence of different views regarding the 

virtues of stable money and sound finances. Various arguments justified this convergence, 

but most observers agreed on the existence of Brussels-Frankfurt consensus underpinning 

this ideological arrangement. In the early 2000s, this consensus faltered. Tensions mounted 

because of a divergence in inflation rates across the Eurozone and volatile euro-dollar 

exchange rate. As the ECB struggled to manage the global economic and financial crisis 

and then was found to be responsible for the stabilization of European sovereign-debt 

markets, consensus shattered. ECB and the European Commission were pushing for a 

different agenda, German economic community became openly discontent with the ECB 

and the views of the member states regarding the solution were diverging (Jones, 2013). 

Since Eurozone is not “optimum currency area”, Eurozone was never very popular with 

economists. However, there are arguments for and against the project. The decision to 

create a common currency was at its core political. This political decision “contained a 

number of strong ideational commitments that together create an interlocking framework 

of norms and beliefs that guide policy making” (Jones, 2013, p. 147). These ideational 

commitments are the content of the following chapter.  

First ideational commitment is commitment to price stability. Economists recognize that 

inflation has significant redistributive consequences and accelerates as actors rethink their 

expectations and contractual relationships, bringing no positive net effect on the overall 

level of activity in the long run. Based on this observation, ideational commitment to price 

stability derives its justification. Commitment to price stability also reflects the attitude of 

German negotiators who were working out initial designs for the single currency. After the 

ratification of the Maastricht Treaty, German constitutional lawyers successfully argued 

that price stability is an essential part of the package accepted by the German parliament. 

This implies that any violation of this principle would violate the democratic relationship 

between elected representatives in Germany and their voters (Jones, 2013). This objective 

is defined in the Article 105 of the Maastricht Treaty. The Maastricht Treaty inflation entry 

conditions can be also interpreted as a way by which the candidate member countries were 
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asked to provide evidence that they cared about a low inflation rate in the same way as 

Germany did by bringing down their inflation rate to the German level (De Grauwe, 

2018).  

The political commitment to price stability resulted in the decision to grant independence 

to the ECB and corresponding national central banks. This decision again had a political 

and economic rationale. It based economic argument justifying the decision to grant 

independence to the ECB on the fact that incentives for the monetary-policy decision 

makers are time-inconsistent and therefore monetary-policy decision making should be 

governed by rules instead of discretion. Political argument reflected the concern of 

Germany, that there would be many non-German members on the governing council which 

is the body responsible for monetary-policy decision making, which might mean, that price 

stability would not be the priority of the governing council. The only way to ensure that the 

governing council would prioritize price stability, was to insulate it from the political 

control of the member states (Jones, 2013).  

The principle of political independence is very clearly formulated in the Article 107: 

“When exercising the powers and carrying out the tasks and duties conferred upon them 

by this Treaty… neither the ECB nor a national central bank, nor any member of their 

decision-making bodies shall seek or take instructions from Community institutions or 

bodies, from any Government of a Member State or from any other body.” 

De Grauwe (2018, p. 166) argues that we can conclude, that the Bundesbank has been a 

role model for the ECB. The ECB is also more Bundesbank than the Bundesbank itself 

since “the language used by the drafters of the statutes of the ECB is tougher on inflation 

and political independence than the statutes of the Bundesbank” and “the political 

independence of the ECB is certainly greater than that of the Bundesbank. The reason is 

that a simple majority in the German Parliament can change the statutes of the 

Bundesbank. Changes in the statutes of the ECB are much more difficult. They can only be 

made by a revision of the Maastricht Treaty, requiring unanimity among all EU member 

states”.   

Since fiscal policymakers can also cause inflation by running excessive deficits, second 

ideational commitment constituting the Brussels-Frankfurt consensus is a commitment to 

sound finances. Sound finances should be achieved by avoiding excessive deficits and 

debts. Key term being excessive. Implications of the economic concept were not 

straightforward. There is no objective and universal benchmark for excessiveness, since 
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different countries can afford to borrow different amounts under different conditions. The 

measure of excess is therefore political. Sound finances rule entailed a specific institutional 

commitment not to bail out individual member states. This commitment extended to both 

central banks and individual member states. The commitment to sound finances rested on 

the notions of individual responsibility and prevention of moral hazard (Jones, 2013). 

To elaborate more on the notion of individual responsibility and prevention of moral 

hazard, let’s take a case of Italy and Germany. Italy had a high debt-GDP ratio during the 

1990s, over 100% before its entry in the Eurozone. This high government debt creates 

incentives for the Italian government to create inflation, since some Italian government 

bonds are long term. Because of the interest rates on these bonds being fixed, surprise 

inflation would erode the actual value of these bonds and the bondholders would get 

inadequate compensation because the interest rate on their bonds does not reflect this 

inflation increase. The Italian government would gain, however, assuming the rationality 

of the bondholders, they would no longer be eager to invest in these bonds unless they 

could get extra risk premium. Rational governments will not systematically produce 

inflation since it may become costly in the long run, however, the problem is that the 

political system creates create a very short-term outlook for politicians (De Grauwe, 2018). 

Monetary union between a low and high-debt countries therefore creates a problem for the 

low-debt country. Confrontation between the low and high-debt country with the tendency 

to push for more inflation would arise. This might happen regardless of whether on not 

these countries have the same preferences concerning inflation, since the incentive of high-

debt country to create inflation would still be there. Therefore, the “low-debt country 

stands to lose and will insist that the debt–GDP ratio of the highly indebted country be 

reduced prior to entry into the monetary union. In order to achieve this, the high-debt 

country must reduce its government budget deficit”. By achieving this the incentives of the 

high-debt country to produce inflation disappear and it can be allowed into the union (De 

Grauwe, 2018, p. 127) 

The last commitment was commitment to efficient local market factors (labour). Since 

European heads of states did not aspire to create conditions for the mass migration of 

unemployed workers, the goal became to create efficient local market factors, thus 

enabling workers to move from one job to another without changing residence. Improving 

local market factors is a recurring theme in debates regarding the welfare state reform. 
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Rhetorical device being used is competitiveness. As with efficiency, economic rationale is 

similarly incomplete (Jones, 2013). 

This argument in favour of greater labour market liberalization reflects the broader policy 

consensus at that time. However, most economies contain unemployment, most economies 

contain unemployment that cannot be explained as a function of domestic wage and price 

distortions and competitiveness addresses this dilemma only partly. Commitment of 

European governments to stable prices and sound finances within the context of a single 

currency implied their duty to the utmost to ensure that local market institutions such as 

welfare state benefits are not in conflict with the achievement of jobs and growth (Jones, 

2013).  

This framework for European Monetary Union was not the only possible one. As Jones 

(2013, p. 150) writes, “architects for monetary integration could have drawn up plans that 

offered more political influence in mapping out the policy targets, more choice in setting 

monetary-policy instruments, more dynamic assessments of fiscal capacity, more solidarity 

when problems got out of control, and more flexibility in managing macroeconomic 

adjustment. The problem with these alternatives, however, is that each implies some form 

of discretion; by contrast, the Brussels–Frankfurt consensus rests on a foundation of rules. 

In this sense, it rests on foundations very similar to the German notion of 

Ordnungspolitik”. However, this rule-based framework should not be interpreted as an 

imposition of German norms on the rest of the Europe, but as an agreement to disagree. 

Attempts of European politicians to negotiate a European economic government failed, so 

they used a rule-based framework that could operate beyond political discretion (Jones, 

2013). 

The Brussels-Frankfurt consensus is not a complete guide to macroeconomic policy 

making, and it is not an ideology. It has only some elements of a scientific paradigm. 

Brussels-Frankfurt consensus works like a paradigm since it sets out a clear notion of 

progress along with share assumptions regarding: 1. the goals for macroeconomic 

policymaking, 2. Problems to address and 3. Generally accepted measures of success. Even 

tough Brussels-Frankfurt consensus makes up something less than a scientific paradigm, it 

suffers from pathologies as a scientific paradigm would (Jones, 2013). 

Excellent illustration is the relationship between the monetary union and financial union. 

The possibility for further financial integration was left open by the original Maastricht 

agreement but not made compulsory. Prudential oversight, deposit insurance, and other 
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forms of banking regulation therefore remained a responsibility of the member states. They 

accepted this omission within the Brussels-Frankfurt consensus on the grounds of a belief 

that stable money, sound finances, and efficient local-factor markets did not require a 

strong rules-based framework to govern European banks (Jones, 2013). 

European Central Bank had to exercise discretion in setting out priorities, since European 

monetary policy makers had to adapt their policy framework to the Brussels-Frankfurt 

consensus, which resulted in many factors remaining outside of their control. ECB 

therefore had to decide between “the appropriate balance between inflation-targeting 

relative to monetary analysis, over the appropriate measure of price stability, over the 

choice of forecasting models, over the level of transparency when communicating 

decisions to the market, and over the benign neglect of the exchange rate or – much less 

frequently – attempts to coordinate intervention in order to influence the external value of 

the euro” (Jones, 2013, p. 156). Jones (2013 p. 156) further adds that “this exercise of 

discretion meant that – like it or not – the ECB had to become ‘political’: it had to master 

its communications strategy; it had to earn credibility with a number of different 

constituencies; and it had to worry about maintaining popular support”.  

The ECB has long recognized that it is not the only player capable of influencing prices, 

despite its political independence, therefore paying attention to popular support is not 

trivial. Governments, producers, employers, and trade unions – can have a powerful impact 

on prices as well. These actors are the ones who set prices and wages through their actions. 

If ECB loses credibility, these actors will not shape their expectations or actions around its 

policy preferences, and if these actors come into a direct conflict with ECB, the overall 

outcome in terms of growth and employment would suffer. This explains the reason ECB 

tries hard to sell its accomplishments and carefully safeguards its reputation (Jones, 2013). 
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5. Political rationalities and technologies of the Fiscal 

Compact 

The goal of this chapter is to identify and analyse the political techniques and technologies 

as they were mobilized by Mario Draghi at his lecture in Berlin. It will achieve this 

through discourse analysis of the speech. Political rationality is a particular discourse, 

which details the field of governance, such as the subjects, objects and practices to be 

governed while also laying out means through which the governance is to be 

accomplished. Ludwig Erhard lecture that was delivered by Mario Draghi is a perfect 

material for this endeavour, since experts are critical in an exercise of power in and 

through political rationalities. The question the questions that will guide the chapter are by 

what means, techniques, technologies and vocabularies is authority constituted and rule 

accomplished over the domain of Eurozone? 

Mario Draghi opened the speech by paying homage to Ludwig Erhard, which is 

understandable since the speech was delivered at Ludwig Erhard's lecture in Berlin. But it 

also echoes the arguments outlined in the theoretical part of the thesis, connecting 

ordoliberal thinking with the ECB. The concept to be cherished is the concept of price 

stability, or as Draghi puts it by quoting Erhard, “Die soziale Marktwirtschaft ist ohne eine 

konsequente Politik der Preisstabilität nicht denkbar. I think we cannot formulate this idea 

any better today “(European Central Bank, 2011). Second sentence gives a sense of 

urgency to maintaining price stability.   

Following the introduction, Draghi mobilizes the concept of the independence of central 

banks as well while describing the experience of Erhard as the post-war minister of the 

economy. Draghi says, “Ludwig Erhard also helped to enshrine the principle of central 

bank independence. When in the early 1950s the independence of the German central bank 

system was not yet settled, he as minister of the economy argued that the government 

should not issue instructions to the central bank. You all know that the statutes of the ECB 

inherited this important principle and that central bank independence and the credible 

pursuit of price stability go hand in hand.” By pronouncing this, the relationship between 

price stability and central bank political independence stayed true to the tradition of the 

ECB, emphasizing the importance of price stability. This paragraph also shows the 

importance of these concepts for Draghi in thinking about governing the domain of the 

Eurozone.  
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Draghi as the ECB president then discusses measures announced by the ECB and discusses 

European Council summit’s decisions. For the sake of clarity of the analysis the thesis 

skips to the part of the speech titled “Foundations for a stable economic and monetary 

union“. 

Before presenting the redesign of Europe’s fiscal framework, Draghi recalls a European 

Council summit that occurred a week before he delivered his Ludwig Erhard lecture. 

Draghi paints a picture of a Europe’s problem and also reiterates the rationality behind the 

Stability and Growth Pact. As Draghi puts it, “let me now shift my attention to last week’s 

European Council summit. For more than 12 years, Europe’s economic and monetary 

union has been haunted by concerns about national budgets. Within a common currency 

area during normal times, the fiscal policies of individual countries typically face less 

pressure from financial markets. It was for this reason that at the very beginning of 

Europe’s single currency, the Stability and Growth Pact was established to provide a 

control mechanism for fiscal policy” (European Central Bank, 2011).  

Draghi then prepares the ground for the announcement of the Fiscal Compact, arguing that 

“the implementation of the Stability and Growth Pact has not been good enough. As the 

Federal Chancellor of Germany recently remarked, the Pact has been broken 60 times 

over the past 12 years. So we clearly have work to do to prevent this happening again”. 

ECB president also briefly touches upon the six-pack, which was at that time a set of new 

rules for economic and fiscal surveillance approved by the European Parliament. 

According to Draghi, at that point in time the six-pack was supposed to “certainly 

strengthen the implementation of the rules. But while these changes were being planned, 

the entire fiscal cohesion and credibility of the euro area was weakened” (European 

Central Bank, 2011). Draghi hints at the Fiscal Compact as being a more substantial 

framework than the six-pack and continues with a description of the new fiscal 

framework.  

The re-designing of Europe’s fiscal framework was to be done on three fronts, according to 

Draghi. The first front was located at the level of the concerned countries. Draghi asked 

these countries to put their policies back on a sound footing. Sound footing in the framing 

of Draghi meant resolute budgetary consolidation. Draghi mentioned that short-term 

contraction is unavoidable but might be eventually mitigated by the return of confidence. 

However, “in the medium term, sustainable growth can be achieved only by undertaking 

deep structural reforms that have been procrastinated for too long” (European Central 
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Bank, 2011). By doing this we can see a mobilization of the technique of budgetary 

consolidation, which is closely linked with the principle of sound public finances but also 

mobilization of the concept of sustainable growth. Draghi likewise exposed the power 

relationship between ECB and the member states. A relationship not sovereignistic, but 

one of two parties, where the ECB asks the member states like equals to implement 

techniques the ECB deems fit.    

Second front where Draghi thought the battle against the crisis was to be waged was the 

front of fiscal governance in the euro area, the fiscal compact. As Draghi puts it in boldly, 

“the fiscal compact is a fundamental restatement of the rules to which national budgetary 

policies ought to be subject so as to gain credibility beyond doubt.”  

Draghi then explicitly describes the means through which the Fiscal Compact was ought to 

be implemented and the technology of annual structural deficit and GDP, which was meant 

to be the guiding post. But let’s look directly at what Draghi had to say, “last week’s 

summit committed to enshrine these rules in the primary legislation. They will foresee that 

the annual structural deficit should not exceed 0.5% of nominal GDP. Euro area Member 

States will implement such a rule in their national legal frameworks at a constitutional 

level, so that it is possible to avoid excessive deficits before they arise, rather than trying to 

control them after they have emerged. Prevention is better than cure” (European Central 

Bank, 2011). 

The political technique of limiting and measuring debt can be traced back to the principles 

of the ECB formulated in the 90s, where it served a function of mitigating the threats of 

forming an union between high-debt and low-debt countries. In the light of the sovereign 

debt crisis, it has once again enjoyed a prominent position in the view of ECB and it’s 

formerly president, Draghi. Being elevated to a principle so important, that Draghi called 

for its constitutional implementation.  

Further on in his speech Draghi describes the political techniques of automatic correction 

mechanism and sanctions through which the rule over the domain of the Eurozone was to 

be accomplished. In more detail, “rules will also foresee an automatic correction 

mechanism in case of deviation. Moreover, the leaders agreed on a numerical benchmark 

for annual debt reduction to bring down debt levels. They also agreed to sanctions that will 

apply automatically to euro area Member States in breach of the 3% reference value for 

deficits” (European Central Bank, 2011). However, Draghi also says that “the European 

Court of Justice may be asked to verify the implementation of these rules at national 
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level”. This is of significant interest for the thesis, because it again exposes the operation 

of the power of the ECB. Again it’s not sovereignistic ECB ruling by the sword and crown, 

but rather an assemblage of member states and European actors governing together over a 

field of fiscal policy. The ECB in the role of knowledge volcano, the national states 

holding the power over their own fiscal policy and the Commission and Court of Justice as 

representatives of the ultimate “European” interest.  

Draghi also hints at the shifting governmentality of the fiscal domain. Governmentality of 

the fiscal domain shifts from one defined and mobilized through the Stability and Growth 

Pact to the one mobilized by the Fiscal Compact. In doing so, the governmentality changes 

its nature, from one, lacking enforcement, to one with limit on annual structural deficit 

embedded directly at the primary legislation of the member states.   

Draghi also states that “taken together, I believe that these decisions are capable of 

making public finances in the euro area credibly robust” (European Central Bank, 2011).  

Before concluding, Draghi opens up another topic, restoring the confidence of financial 

markets. He argues that “restoring financial markets’ confidence also requires that 

investors be reassured that government debt will always be repaid and timely serviced. 

Greece will remain a unique case, and a credible stabilisation mechanism, a firewall, will 

be in place and can be activated when needed subject to proper conditionality. The leaders 

unambiguously agreed to assess the adequacy of the firewall by next March. Its objective 

is to address the threats to financial stability, and especially the risk of contagion between 

different sovereign debt markets” (European Central Bank, 2011).  

This introduces another subject into the game of governing the domain of the Eurozone, 

the financial markets. European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF) was to be created. But 

this seemingly innocent statement by Draghi also hints at the nature of the ECB 

governmentality within the EU ecosystem. ECB is in a position of producing legitimacy 

for itself through creating a space of monetary and fiscal game, echoing the role of the 

state in ordoliberal governmentality, where the state legitimacy through guaranteeing a 

game of economic freedom. In   

In the conclusion Draghi returns to Ludwig Erhard, this time not regarding price stability 

or political independence, but policy making as such. Draghi concluded by saying that 

“Ludwig Erhard faced a situation that was much more difficult than what we face today. 

Still, he was able to look through the challenging present and to work hard to build a 

future that he never doubted would be brighter. The European policy makers might well be 
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inspired by his style: “Den Strom der Zeit können wir zwar nicht lenken, aber wir werden 

unser Schiff sicher steuern.” (European Central Bank, 2011) 
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6. Microsites of fiscal councils 

The goal of the last chapter is to trace the operation of governmentality in the fiscal domain 

on the level of microsites of the fiscal councils. By analysing the fiscal councils from the 

perspective of governmentality, the thesis aims to problematize the view of 

conceptualizing ECB and the solution to the sovereign debt crisis as sovereignistic. 

Problematization will be achieved through a thorough look at the nature of operation of the 

governmentality in the fiscal domain.    

In December 2011, after the experiences during the sovereign debt crisis, the European 

Fiscal Compact was adopted. The primary objective of the Fiscal Compact was the 

prevention of future crisis by imposing the duty to implement budget rules into national 

legislation on the member states. Fiscal Compact defines some fundamental principles of 

the budget rule, exact legal wording was left to the member states. This approach resulted 

in heterogeneity across countries in rules that were eventually implemented. The progress 

of implementation also varied across countries (Burret & Schnellenbach, 2014).  

The role of fiscal council in the governmentality of the fiscal domain was to serve as an 

independent supervisory institution tasked with monitoring the compliance with the budget 

rule. Budget rule itself was meant to be legally highly binding, therefore the corresponding 

law was ought to be enshrined in the constitution or in another comparable piece of 

legislation. Governments of the member states were ought to either follow the advice of 

the fiscal council or explain their departure, thus working within the "comply or explain" 

principle (Burret & Schnellenbach, 2014; Tesche, 2019). National implementation of debt 

rule was not required.  

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) defines a fiscal council as “a permanent agency 

with a statutory or executive mandate to assess publicly and independently from partisan 

influence government’s fiscal policies, plans and performance   against   macroeconomic   

objectives   related   to   the   long-term sustainability of public finances, short-medium-

term macroeconomic stability, and other official objectives”(Debrun et al., 2013). 

Multiple arguments explaining the emergence of fiscal councils exist. Fiscal councils are 

ought to mitigate the impact of electoral cycles, moral hazard, pro-cyclical fiscal policy, 

accumulation of debts and deficits. There has been a steady increase in the number of fiscal 

institutions in Europe and in the world. Fiscal councils besides creating, or in the case of 
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Eurozone overseeing the implementation of rules, should increase transparency and put 

pressure on short-term goals in theory.  

Following the adoption of fiscal rules, fiscal councils have been established in recent years 

in the euro area and other countries of the European Union. Only two EU member states 

outside the euro area don’t have a fiscal council: Czech Republic and Poland. EU Council 

recommended to set-up one: Fiscal Councils can be divided into three groups based on 

their origin: 1. Fiscal councils with a long history, e.g. NL from r. 1947, BE since 1959, 

DK since 1962 2. “First wave” of modern fiscal councils - e.g. UK, Ireland, Portugal, 

Slovakia (2012) 3. Fiscal councils due to the implementation of the Fiscal Compact after 

2013 - e.g. Baltic States, Italy, Malta, Cyprus. 

The Treaty on Stability, Coordination and Governance in the EMU (Fiscal Compact) 

defines the role of fiscal councils as an institution tasked with “monitoring compliance 

with the balanced budget rule”. Fiscal councils in the EU area are a heterogeneous group - 

they often differ in their form, powers and tasks. Based on different forms the fiscal 

councils take-on they can be divided into: fiscal councils as separate institutions, e.g. 

Ireland, Portugal, Spain, parliamentary committees, e.g. Greece, Italy, councils as part of 

other institutions, audit offices, research organizations, e.g. Denmark, Finland or Lithuania. 

We can also divide fiscal councils based on their power: weaker - the fiscal council 

produces non-binding assessments and opinions and stronger - sometimes the approval of 

the fiscal council is required or the fiscal council itself has the power to trigger a correction 

mechanism. 

Basic tasks of fiscal councils in the EU are: assessment of fiscal compliance, assessment of 

long-term sustainability of public finance, budget monitoring, fiscal policy 

recommendations, forecasting. Other tasks performed by fiscal councils are: economic 

policy and labour market analysis, analysis of transparency of public finances, monitoring 

of regional governments, quantification of legislative proposals and/or analysis of election 

programs. According to the IMF, good fiscal councils should meet the following criteria: 

broad mandate covering various areas and risks, effective communication, communication 

with various groups, including the budget preparation process (public, politicians), 

independence based on the IMF index. 

 Practice of implementation of the Fiscal Compact resembles a result of a technique used in 

other domains of the European Union-method called open method of coordination (OMC). 

OMC was first identified at the Lisbon European Council in 2000 and later emerged as 
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decentralized mode of decision-making. OMC was a departure from the 

Monnet/Community method which was a mode of governing Europe where the European 

Commission serves as a motor of integration. At that time OMC was seen as “the move 

away from the programme of harmonization and uniform policies, standards and 

regulation” (Walters & Haahr, 2005a, p. 114). The Fiscal Compact in a sense moves from 

the uniformity and harmonization seen in SGP, but retains uniform regulation of the fiscal 

domain through benchmarking limit for annual structural deficit.  

The implementation of the Fiscal Compact also matches the four elements of the OMC as 

described by Walters and Haahr (2005a). These four elements are: 1. Formulation of 

objectives at a central level, 2. Measurability of the present state of affairs and objectives, 

3. Decentralized implementation and finally, 4. Systematic monitoring in the form of 

periodic reporting and evaluation. However, some of the open-ended elements of OMC 

were present in the domain conducted by the ECB already at the time of the Maastricht 

Treaty. As Walters and Haahr (2005a, p. 115) argue, “Maastricht identified a set of 

procedures intended to monitor the member states concerning macroeconomic 

requirements for entry into the currency union, and to encourage dialogue between them”. 

Walters and Haahr (2005a) examined OMC through looking at some novel forms of 

governmentality, at that time it was the form of advanced liberalism. Thesis will approach 

fiscal councils from similar perspective, since doing so will allow it to move beyond the 

scope of ordoliberal governmentality often applied to the studies of the Eurozone. 

Advanced liberal strategies of rule ask the question of whether or not it is possible to rule 

through the regulated and accountable choices of autonomous agents instead of ruling 

through society (Walters & Haahr, 2005a).  

Advanced liberalism can be defined as “governing in ways which seek to elicit agency, 

enhance performance, celebrate excellence, promote enterprise, foster competition and 

harness its energies” (Walters & Haahr, 2005a, p. 119). All ministries and departments 

within this governmental logic are to be recoded according to these principles. The state is 

being fragmented into various autonomous agencies and cost centers and then being 

reassembled through the mechanisms of for example markets, contractualism, consultation 

and partnership. Advanced liberalism governs “through the mobilization of the freedoms, 

choices, and desires of its subjects” (Walters & Haahr, 2005a, p. 119). 

The governmentality of the advanced liberalism entails a change in relationship between 

the state and the public, the economy and society while significantly changing the 
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conception of society as well (Walters & Haahr, 2005a). The governmentality of the fiscal 

domain operating on the level of fiscal councils shares the concern for decentralization, 

measurability and monitoring with the OMC and advanced liberalism. However, advanced 

liberal governmentality on the side of the ECB meets at the level of microsites with the 

operation of powers of the member states. This encounter will be discussed later in the 

chapter.   

Based on the presented facts presented in this chapter so far, several observations regarding 

the governmentality of the European fiscal domain can be made. Firstly, governmentality 

in this domain operates in decentralized fashion. Secondly, the nature of the 

governmentality of the fiscal domain is heterogeneous and lastly, governmentality of the 

fiscal domain penetrates the realm of national states in various magnitude. 

Governmentality of the fiscal domain of the European Union is decentralized, since fiscal 

councils on the level of national states are tasked with the goal of presenting and enforcing 

the political technologies and techniques of fiscal control of national budgets through 

correction mechanisms such as the debt brake. The decentralized nature of the 

governmentality is in stark contrast with the argument often raised in the context of 

evaluating solutions to the sovereign debt crisis, which positions the ECB in a role of 

ordoliberal fiscal dictator, ruling like a sovereign with sword and crown over the fiscal 

domain.   

Heterogeneity of the implementation of the political technologies and techniques operating 

within the governmentality of the fiscal domain reflect an important feature of the Fiscal 

Compact, it left enough wiggle room for the governmentality on the national level to 

manifest itself in shapes and forms compatible with the host organism-the member state. It 

can be therefore argued, that the Fiscal Compact tries to create a space of fiscal discipline 

through highly adaptable governmentality. This remark also goes against the notion of 

ECB as a sovereignistic fiscal leviathan having the ability to force its will on the member 

states.  

Thirdly, and closely connected to the decentralized and heterogeneous nature of 

governmentality created by the Fiscal Compact is the difference in magnitude of 

penetration of member states. In some states the governmentality operates through weaker 

fiscal councils whereas in others the fiscal councils are stronger - in some cases the fiscal 

council even has the power to trigger a correction mechanism. If the ECB was as 
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sovereignistic as some critics argue, it would have the power to trigger a correction 

mechanism itself.  

But if the ECB is not the sovereign in the fiscal domain, are the member states the 

sovereigns? In the next couple of paragraphs the thesis will deal with this question by 

looking deeper into the question of governmental rationality in the fiscal domain. 

Heterogeneity of implementation and the initial no to the Fiscal Compact by the United 

Kingdom and Czech Republic shows us who retains sovereignistic powers in the Eurozone 

and more concretely in the fiscal domain.  

The actual sovereigns of the fiscal domain are the member states. The member states have 

final say in the way how Fiscal Compact was implemented. The member states have the 

power to either vest the power to trigger correction mechanism into fiscal councils or tame 

them. The member states also have the final say in deciding what enters their legislative 

domain and what remains as a mobilized but not implemented political technology. In a 

sense member states are in a situation similar to that of a state of exception, since they can 

suspend “laws” or “rules” that the Fiscal Compact entails. These states will face 

repercussions for doing so, sure, but that doesn’t change the fact that they have the power 

to do so. Member states facing the political technique of limiting annual structural deficit 

flowing from the ECB are therefore in a sovereignistic position, not the ECB. 

Closely following the notion of member states being the sovereigns of the fiscal domain is 

the notion of fiscal councils being a microsite of hybridization of political reason. Or a 

microsite where advanced liberal governmentality coexists with sovereignistic tendencies 

of the member states. Fascinated by the re-emergence of sovereign powers under 

governmentality, Judith Butler (2004) came up with the concept of “petty sovereigns”. 

Butler defines petty sovereigns as “reigning in the midst of bureaucratic army institutions 

mobilized by aims and tactics of power they do not inaugurate or fully control” (Butler, 

2004, p. 56). Butler further argues that, “the resurrected sovereignty is thus not the 

sovereignty of unified power under the conditions of legitimacy, the form of power that 

guarantees the representative status of political institutions. It is, rather, a lawless and 

prerogatory power, a "rogue" power par excellence” (Butler, 2004, p. 56).  

Although it might be tempting to call member states petty sovereigns, member states chose 

to not become rogue. Power at the level of member states still operates under advanced 

liberal governmentality, since the member states play according to the implementation 

rules and political technologies or techniques. The decision to utilize decentralized 
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implementation left enough room for member states to satisfy their sovereignistic urges in 

for example weak implementation, without pushing them to become rogue. Member states 

are more of a reluctant sovereigns, choosing to succumb to the advanced liberal 

governmentality in a degree that they feel comfortable with.    
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Conclusion 

The work presented in the thesis attempted to problematize the view which conceptualized 

solutions to the sovereign debt crisis as sovereignistic. By providing a discourse analysis 

and an analysis of microsites of fiscal councils, this problematization was conducted. 

Fiscal Compact as one of the solutions drafted and ratified to mitigate the problems which 

might cause another sovereign debt crisis in the future proved to be a fertile material for 

the analysis.  

Since sovereignistic solutions rely on commands and coercion, the thesis has shown that, 

in fact, we can view the Fiscal Compact rather as a governmentalistic phenomenon. The 

political techniques and technologies of the Fiscal Compact function on the level of 

microsites in a decentralized and heterogeneous fashion, while the member states have a 

great deal of freedom in implementation. Therefore, based on the analysis of the techne of 

the Fiscal Compact and its functioning at microsites, we can conclude, that perhaps the 

member states were not commanded and coerced into implementing the political 

technologies of the Fiscal Compact.  

Based on the analysis of the speech that Mario Draghi delivered in Berlin, we can make 

several observations regarding the sovereignty and governmentality in the fiscal domain. 

Firstly, Draghi speaking for the ECB doesn’t speak like a sovereign power wielding actor, 

on the contrary, Draghi addresses member states like equals. Secondly, when Draghi spoke 

about the automatic correction mechanism in case of breaching a numerical benchmark set 

on annual structural deficit, the way in which the technique of correction mechanism 

would function is with a member states agreement. The same applies to the numerical 

benchmark. Leaders of the member states had to agree to a certain number they preferred. 

This is drastically different from the view that fiscal rules were dictated to the members in 

the wake of the crisis by an ECB who acted on sovereign power.  

The analysis of microsites of fiscal councils brought additional insight into the 

problematization. Legal wording of the technologies included in the Fiscal Compact that 

were supposed to be implemented into the primary legislation of the member states was 

left to the member states. This resulted in decentralized and heterogeneous 

implementation. This operation of governmentality reflects the operation of advanced 

liberal governmentality, as described by Walters and Haahr on the case OMC. Therefore, 
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on the example of fiscal councils we can see an encounter between advanced liberal 

governmentality and “reluctant” sovereigns-the member states.  

The heterogeneity in implementation further problematizes the view of ECB as a 

sovereign. Member states not the ECB have they say in deciding the magnitude of 

penetration of their legislature by the governmentality stemming from the ECB, not the 

ECB. This is a further reflected in the power of fiscal councils themselves. Some fiscal 

councils have the power to trigger a technique of correction mechanism, others do not.   

The member states within the context of the battle for the establishment of authority and 

rule over the fiscal domain could be called “reluctant” sovereigns for the following 

reasons. Members have final say in the legislature of the implementation, member states 

vest fiscal councils with power and finally, member states can bypass some techniques and 

technologies of the Fiscal Compact. This last power can render the Fiscal Compact 

practically powerless within the domain of the individual member state, further unmasking 

the true sovereign of the fiscal domain.    

Subsequent research on the Fiscal Compact and governmentality of the fiscal domain, or 

any other domain of the European Union for, presents a great opportunity for deepening 

the knowledge of the European project. For example, conducting interviews with the heads 

of national fiscal councils regarding their role in the governmentality of the fiscal domain 

might prove especially fruitful. Having an inside knowledge might give the researcher 

even more material illuminating the nature of governmentality of the fiscal domain. Bold 

future researcher might consider examining the governmentality of the fiscal domain by 

starting the analytical journey at the Stability and Growth Pact, slowly moving towards the 

two-pack, six-pack and finally the Fiscal Compact. This approach combined with the 

governmentality conceptual apparatus might give the researcher the opportunity to identify 

shifts in nature of the governmentality of the fiscal domain.  
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Summary 

Thesis fully used the conceptual apparatus of governmentality. The conceptual apparatus 

of governmentality allowed the thesis to both identify political technologies reflecting 

ordoliberalism in the speech of Mario Draghi and analyse the functioning of 

governmentality on the level of microsites-the fiscal councils on the national level. The use 

of the conceptual apparatus of governmentality in examining the governmentality of the 

fiscal domain has proved to be an excellent choice in contributing new knowledge 

regarding the Fiscal Compact. Discourse analysis allowed the thesis to identify the political 

technologies, whereas the analysis of microsites allowed the work to trace and examine its 

functioning on more micro-level.  

The work on the governmentality of the Fiscal Compact brought the following new 

knowledge. The thesis identified political technologies reflecting ordoliberalism in the 

speech of Mario Draghi regarding the Fiscal Compact and traced the functioning of these 

political technologies up to the level of fiscal councils. Except for tracing the 

governmentality of the Fiscal Compact, the thesis has also dwelled deeper into the nature 

of the governmentality of the fiscal domain. The research also filled a research gap in 

governmentality studies of the European Union by supplying an examination of the 

governmentality of the fiscal domain, nicely building up upon the work already done by 

Walters and Haahr. Research has also gone beyond the pure identification of ordoliberal 

connection to the fiscal domain and has shown its operation on the level of fiscal councils. 
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